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2022, 7.30pm – our AGM wil follow 

 

 
 

 

And long did she reign.  For 70 years Queen Elizabeth, about 40% of the history 
of the adhesive postage stamp, her presence stamps was ubiquitous. 
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QUEEN ELIZABETH II’s VISIT TO ORANGE IN 1970 
 

 
 

Crowds outside Orange’s Post Office on 30th May 1970 await the Royal cavalcade 

coming up Summer St from the Royal Train. 
 

 

 
 

The Queen emerges from the Rolls to be greeted by the manager of the Email factory, 

the home of Kelvinator and just about every other brand of fridge.  30th April 1970. 

There was much journalistic criticism at the time that the Queen ought not to be 

viewing a manufacturing plant. 
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Email apprentices formed a guard-of-honour for the Queen 

 
 

Queen Elizabeth II (with safety glasses) chats to an assembly workers during the visit 

to the Email factory.  It then employed 1,000 people.  All gone - and the fridges are 

now made in Asia. 

 

 
 

The Royal Train, above, arrived at Orange Railway Station about midday on 30th 

April 1970.   That night the Royals “camped” in the train, which was stowed 

overnight at the Newbridge Railway Sation.  

Early on the morning of 30th April as the train made its way from Sydney to Orange, 

suspected Fenian sympathisers placed a log over the rail track between Lithgow and 

Bowenfels in an assassination attempt on the Queen. 

The advance train ahead of the Royals' locomotive struck the log, but because it was 

going so slowly it did not derail, and the royal couple were apparently unaware 

anything untoward had happened at all. 

I took almost 40 years for what's become known as the "Lithgow Plot" to come to 

light. 
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Back in 2009, old friends, former detective superintendent Cliff McHardy and ex-

Lithgow Mercury police reporter Len Ashworth decided it was time the public knew 

the tale. 

 

 
 

Unfortunately our Club, then in its infancy, didn’t produce any souvenirs of the visit.  

The only ‘souvenir’ to be had was one of the set of 22 commemorative covers for the 

Royal Visit.   The rubber “ROYAL VISIT / EIIR / ORANGE NSW 2500” date-stamp, 

shown above, was applied to 4585 items on 30th April and 1st May 1970.  
 

..

THIS CURRENT ORANGE COIN & 

STAMP MONTHLY MEETING IS ON 

THIS TUESDAY 27th SEPTEMBER 

2022.  IT WIL BE FOLLOWED BY 

OUR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

Our next meeting is at the Orange 

Cultural Centre at 7.30 on this Tuesday 

27th September 2022. 

 

The annual general meeting is on 27th 

September 2022, following the normal monthly 

meeting, which starts at 7.30pm.  At the annual 

general meeting all positions wil be declared 

vacant and elections held to fill these positions. 

 

THIS NOTICE IS FORMAL 

NOTICE OF THAT 

ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING 

OF 27 SEPTEMBER 

2022 

 

Our next monthly coin & 

stamp mini-fair is in the Orange 

Cultural Centre is on Saturday 1st 

October 2022 from 9 to about 1pm.  
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Our meetings and the monthly fair are 

held in the Orange Cultural Centre 

building Sale St, Orange. It’s the 

building that used to be a school. It’s on 

the right hand side as you enter the 

Woolworths Car Park. The building is 

sort of opposite Harris Farm Market, but 

entrance is from the mini-park on the 

Sale St frontage 
 

OUR NEXT CLUB ‘NIGHT’ 

MEETING AFTER THIS ONE IS ON 

TUESDAY 25th OCTOBER 2022  
 

Our next night-time, monthly meeting, after this 

one, is on Tuesday 25th October 2022 at 

7.30pm. It will be followed by our AGM. 
 

The Club always meets on the last Tuesday of 

each month, except in December. 

 
 

OUR 2022 SPRING FAIR IS ON 

SATURDAY 19th and SUNDAY 20th 

NOVEMBER IN THE ORANGE HIGH 

SCHOOL HALL 
 

Our 2-day Spring Fair wil be on Saturday 19th 

and Sunday 20th November 2022 in the Orange 

High School Hall in Woodward St. 

 

It involves stamp and coin dealers from round 

New South Wales and Interstate. They are keen 

to buy and sell.  

 

Club displays 

 

For further information contact the Secretary, 

P.O. Box 9113, Orange. 2800, 

ddolstra@bigpond.net.au 

or phone Howard : 0427 107 554 
 

 

 

OUR EXPO 2022 DEALERS PLEASE 

KEEP SUPPORTING THEM AT 

EXPO 2022   

Dealers who attended our 20212 Expo were: - 

 Wynyard Coin Centre (M.R. 

Roberts), 3 Barrack St, Sydney, 2000 

Ph (02) 9299 2047. Fax (02)9290 3710 

www.wynyardcoins.com.au  

 

 A. Byrne Coins (Tony Byrne from 

Canberra) – PO Box 53, MITCHELL, 

A.C.T. 2911, ph (02) 6255 4044) 

Buying and Selling 
 

  Orange Stamps & Coins (Howard 

Lyons), PO Box 9288, Orange, 2800; 

Mobile 0427 107 554 Phone/fax (02) 

6362 2368, E-mail: 

howard.lyons@bigpond.com Buying 

and Selling – Stamps, Coins, 

Banknotes, Accessories, etc.  
 

 Pittwater Philatelic Service – (John 

Pearson) Newport Beach. Phone 

(02)9979 1561 Email: 

pittwaterstamps@ozemail.com.au  
 

 Phil & Win Morehouse, Bankstown. 

NSW 2200 Ph: (02)9707 4087, Email – 

wmorehouse@netspace.net.au. World-

wide stamps bought and sold  
 

 AAA Stamps (Steve Burton) of Long 

Jetty. Phone 0432 540 760. Email: - 

aaastamps@yahoo.com.au Buying & 

selling World stamps  
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:ddolstra@bigpond.net.au
mailto:pittwaterstamps@ozemail.com.au
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DATES FOR 2022 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club monthly 

meeting 7.30pm on Tuesday 27th September 

2022 at the Orange Cultural Centre, Sale 

Street Orange - .followed by the 2022 

annual general meeting 
 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club’s monthly 

mini-fair, Saturday 1st October 2022, 9-

12.30, Orange Cultural Centre, Sale St 

Orange 
 

Milton-Ulladulla Club’s Stamp Show, 
Saturday 1st October 2022, 10-3, St Martins 

Church Hall, Ulladulla 
 

Toowoomba Stamp Fair, Sat 8th October 

2022, 9-4, at the Toowoomba Indoor Bowls 

Centre, Annand St, Toowoomba QLD 

 

East Kurrajong Stamp, Coin & 

Collectibles Fair, 8th-9th October 2022, at the 

East Kurrajong School of Arts, East 

Kurrajong Rd, E.K.  
 

Ballarat Eureka Stamps and Coins Fair, 

Eastwood Leisure Centre, Eastwood St, 

Ballarat VIC. Sunday 9th October 2022, 9.30-

3.30. 
 

Campbelltown Club meeting, 12th October 

2022, at St Thomas Moore Church Hall, 43 

Acacia Avenue, Ruse 2560.  7.00-10.00. Quiz 

run by Phil Morehouse. 
 

PHILAS Open Day, PHILAS House, 

Darlinghurst, Saturday 15th October 2022 

 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club meeting, 

7.30pm on Tuesday 25th October 2022 at the 

Orange Cultural Centre, Sale St. 
 

Petersham Fair, Petersham Town Hall, 

Sunday 30th October 2022, Crystal St, 

Petersham,  
 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club’s monthly 

mini-fair, Saturday 5th November 2022, 9-

12.30, Orange Cultural Centre, Sale St 

Orange 
 

PHILAS Auction #142, 12noon Saturday 17 

November 2022. PHILAS House, 

Darlinghurst.   
 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club’s 2-day 

Spring Fair, Sat. 19th and Sun. 20th 

November 2022 at the Orange High 

School Hall, Woodward St, Orange 
 

Wagga 2-day Stamp & Coin Fair, 26th and 

27th November 2022, Sturt Primary School, 

Kooringal, Wagga 
 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club meeting, 

7.30pm on Tuesday 29th November 2022 at 

the Orange Cultural Centre, Sale St. This is 

our last meeting for 2022.  The next meeting 

after that will be on 24th January 2022. 
 

Orange Coin & Stamp Club’s monthly 

mini-fair, Saturday 3rd December 2022, 9-

12.30, Orange Cultural Centre, Sale St 

Orange.  The next mini-fair after that wil be 

on Saturday morning 4th February 2022 
 

Hobart one-frame Stampshow, 19-21 May 

2023 at the Hobart Town Hall. 
 

ITEMS FOR THIS NEWSLETTER 

AND CORRESPONDENCE TO THE 

CLUB 
 

Items for this newsletter need to be posted to the 

Secretary at the Club’s postal address: -PO Box 

9113, ORANGE 2800.  They can always also be 

e-mailed to: - ddolstra@bigpond.net.au  

Phone 62 614 873 
 

TURN YOUR STAMPS INTO CASH! 

GET SOME PAGES READY FOR THE 

CLUB’S EXCHANGE BOOK 

Colin Richardson said that the stamp & coin 

circuit books are both about to circulate again.  

Colin needs coin and stamp pages for the next 

circuit books.    

Stamp Book #93 is complete and Book #94 is 

about to circulate. 

mailto:ddolstra@bigpond.net.au
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Colin can be contacted direct at Email: 

ptilinopus1@bigpond.com Ph: 63690634

 
 

ORANGE COIN & STAMP CLUB Inc. 
 

SPRING FAIR 2022 

 

SATURDAY – 19th November 2022 
9am to 4pm 

          
SUNDAY – 20th November 2022 

 

9am to 3pm   
 

At the Orange High School Hall 
Woodward Street, Orange 

 

(Off-street parking available, turn left opposite United Petrol Station 

 in Woodward Street just prior to the traffic lights.) 

 

 

Interstate & NSW dealers offering a range of Australian 

& World stamps, coins and accessories 
 

Buying and Selling 
 

Admission $2; accompanied children free 
 

For further information contact the Secretary, P.O. Box 9113, Orange. 2800 

or phone Howard : 0427 107 554 

 

COVID CONDITIONS MAY APPLY 
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The M.R. Roberts’ Wynyard Coins table at our April 2022 Coin & Stamp Expo 
 

 
 

3 Barrack St Sydney 2000 
Ph (02) 9299 2047 & Fax (02) 9290 3710 remains the same. Their e-mail address is 

sales@wynyardcoins.com.au 
 
 

mailto:sales@wynyardcoins.com.au
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BLAST FROM THE PAST NO 21 WITH “Simpy” 
 

The following items have been sourced from the Australian Post Office Philatelic Bulletin. 
 
March 1974: This issue contained the final article on Coil Stamps and Vending Machines, comprising four pages. 
It also included details of the Australian Stamp Programme for 1974. 
 

September 1974: The first several pages were devoted to Pre-war Official First Day Covers. 
 

The first recorded special hand postmarker was used in 1905 to commemorate both the Jubilee of the 5d stamp 
of NSW and a philatelic exhibition at St James Hall, Sydney. 
 

Another article featured the Centenary of the Universal Postal Union. 
 

A new Melbourne Philatelic Sales Centre opened at 175 Elizabeth Street (opposite the GPO) on 10 June 1974.         
 

December 1974: New domestic postal rates to apply from 1 October 1974 were announced with the basic rate 
increasing from 7 cents to 10 cents. 
 
Lord Howe Island and the Last of the Flying Boats was covered in a two-page item with three great photos. 
 
Postage stamp quantities delivered by the Note Printing Branch to the Australian Post Office for the year ended 1 
July 1973 were announced. The highest number was 552,237,500 of the 7 cent Agate and the lowest 100,000 
each of the 3 cent Coral Crab, 4 cent Mauve Stinger and 9 cent Bauxite/Aluminium. 
 
A four-page article headed “Stamp Design Competition (8)” included numerous varied designs. Some of them 
would have made great stamps if they had in fact been issued. 
 
March 1975: Similar to the above, “Stamp Design Competition (9) was a three-page article again with some great 
designs. 
 
September 1975: 1 July 1975 was the Vesting Day for the new Australian Postal Commission and Australian 
Telecommunications Commission and was marked by the issue of two 10 cent stamps printed se-tenant and 
featuring the symbols, trading names and house colours of the two commissions. 
 
I read with interest an article entitled “Marquis de Pinado – Commemorative Mail” as it detailed an historic, lesser-
known event. 
 
His full title was Commandante di Stormo Marchese Francesco de Pinedo and he was born in Naples in 1890. In 
1925 he flew to Australia in a modified Savola S-16 military flying boat with a wooden hull, fabric covered wings 
and fitted with a 450hp Lorraine Dietrich pusher engine. Leaving Brindisi in Italy on23 April, he flew via Leros (a 
Greek island), Turkey, Iraq, Persia, India, Burma, Siam, Malaya, Singapore and the Dutch East Indies arriving at 
Broome on 31 May. 
 
The object of his flight was to demonstrate his conviction of the superiority of the flying boat over other forms of air 
transport available at that time in linking the towns and cities of the world. He was feted as a hero in Australia (in 
particular by the RAAF). 
 
The return flight left Sydney on 6 August 1925 and he arrived in Rome on 7 November. 
 
Unfortunately, he was killed in a plane crash in New York on 2 September 1933.   
 
December 1975: Once again postal rates increased, the basic rate rising from 10 cents to 18 cents from 1 
September 1975. Thus the 10 cent rate was only in existence for eleven months.       
 
I recall the 45 cent Christmas stamp in 1975 was in short supply in some areas and tipped to be a good 
investment so I went searching for some in Cootamundra. The post office had sold out but I found some at a 
Shell service station which also had a postal agency. What a good investment they turned out to be, current ASC 
catalogue is $2 mint or used 

Thanks to Paul Simpfendorfer of Wagga Club 
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Paul Simpfendorfer also sent this article from Wagga Daily Advertiser.  A similar story appeared in the Western 
Magazine supplement in Orange’s Central Western Daily:-  
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CAMPBELLTOWN & DISTRICT STAMP CLUB 50th ANNIVERSARY 
DINNER ON 10th AUGUST 2022  
More images from the Campbelltown Club’s 50th Anniversary dinner in August 
2022. 
Congratulations to the Campbelltown Club on their half century! 
 

 
 

The 50th Anniversary souvenir 
 

 
 

Campbelltown members cut the 50th Anniversary cake 
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Tony Bailey with his 50th Anniversary souvenir presented to him as a long 
service award 

 

 

 
Paul Storm about to hand out the lucky door prize 
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THE EFFIGIES OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II ON 
AUSTRALIAN CIRCULATING COINS – AND KING 
CHARLES III TOO 
 
Queen Elizabeth’s father, George VI, had appeared on the back of all Australian coins and 

banknotes, then in pounds (£), shillings and pence. 
 

 A few months after his death in 1952, Britain’s Royal Mint Advisory Committee decided to hold a 

competition to design an effigy for the incoming Queen Elizabeth II, for both coins and banknotes 

in Britain and around the Commonwealth. 

 

MARY GILLICK 
Seventeen artists were invited to submit designs.  As a result two sculptors were invited to have 

sittings with the Queen. They were the 71-year-old Mary Gillick and the 67-year-old Cecil Thomas. 

 

 

 

The Mary Gillick design on a 1953 Australian penny 
 

Finally Mary Gillick’s design was chosen. It showed a “fresh” rendering of the young Queen.   
 

Gillick's design was notable for portraying the Queen uncrowned. There was a laurel instead.   This 

image the last to be used on the pre-decimal coinage in both Britain and Australia. 
 

In keeping with tradition, all of Britain’s Maundy money and the various commemorative issues 

continued to use this first official effigy of Her Majesty even after other effigies were adopted for 

regular coins. 
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Mary Gillick with her winning entry 
 

The Royal Mint were concerned that Gillick's die master had insufficient relief, and the striking 

was too weak.    Facial features and the dress folds in the shoulder disappeared. The problem was 

solved by re-cutting the dies. This remastering was performed by Cecil Thomas, an experienced 

medallist who had already crafted overseas currencies featuring Elizabeth II, but who had initially 

been turned down for the British coinage in preference to Gillick.    In most countries, the switch 

happened between years, so the coins of one year had the old die and those of the next year the new 

one; however, in New Zealand for example, it happened mid-year creating "no shoulder strap" 

varieties. As a matter of pedantic interest, it has to be said that the so-called "shoulder strap" is not, 

in actual fact, a strap but a fold in Her Majesty's gown. 
 

The new coins were released in 1953, around the Commonwealth, including Australia.  The Press 

in Australia described it as “unconventional”.  

 

ARNOLD MACHIN 
 

On 14th February 1966 Australia switched to Decimal currency and it was decided to switch to the 

Arnold Mach design that had been introduced on British coins two years previously. 
 

Arnold Machin O.B.E, R.A. He was commissioned to sculpt a new coin portrait of the Queen to 

appear on all new Commonwealth coinage. He was granted four sittings to prepare his designs 

which were officially approved by the Queen in 1964. He was awarded an Order of the British 

Empire (O.B.E.) for his work and his design was used on British coinage from 1968. 
 

Arnold Machin (pronounced "Maitchin") was a British artist, sculptor and stamp designer born 30 

September 1911 and passing away 9 March 1999. He created many sculptures and ceramics and is 

also well known for his sculpture that was turned into the silhouette design on UK stamps used 

from 1967 until the present. 
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The Arnold Machin design on a proof Australian silver coin 

 

Arnold Machin at work 

 

The set of Machin-designed Australian coins 

Machin’s design which appears on the obverse (and is seen above) appeared on all Australian 

decimal legal tender currency from 1966 to 1984      The Arnold Machin design has been 

extensively used on British definitive stamps.    
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RAPHAEL MAKLOUF 

 

The Raphael Maklouf design on the 50c coin of 1985 

By 1985 it was realised that Queen Elizabeth II had aged, so a new design was sought for. 

In 1982 the British Royal Mint invited 17 artists to submit portrait models to be considered as a 

replacement for the Machin portrait. The Royal Mint Advisory Committee on the Design of Coins, 

Medals, Seals and Decorations considered 38 models. The Committee selected a group of models 

by Raphael Maklouf as most promising. 
 

A revised model was recommended by the Committee, and accepted by the Queen for use on 

circulating United Kingdom coinage from 1 January 1985. Although it is not mandatory for 

Australia to use the same portrait as the United Kingdom uses, it was decided that 

the Maklouf effigy would be adopted on Australia's coinage from 1985. 
 

The tiara of the Machin image was discarded.  The Queen was now shown wearing part of the 

British Crown Jewels, the George IV Royal Diadem (also known as the Diamond Diadem) which 

HM wears on her way to and from the State Opening of Parliament.   It was made by Rundell (the 

Royal Goldsmith of the time) in the 1820's during the reign of King George IV. The diadem 

(smaller and less weighty than a crown, much like a special tiara) sparkles with 1333 diamonds 

weighing 325.75 carats (65.15 g) and has 169 pearls along its base. The design also depicts roses, 

shamrocks and thistles, the floral symbols of England, Ireland and Scotland, and the Queen’s image 

acquired pearl ear-rings and a necklace. 
 

The set of Australian Maklouf-designed coins 
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The Israeli sculptor Raphael Maklouf preparing plaster bust sculpture of Queen 

Elizabeth II from which the coin effigy was modelled 

 

IAN RANK-BROADLEY 

 
 

The Ian Rank-Broadley design 
 

The third portrait of Her Majesty to appear on Australian decimal coins was selected from the 

works of designers and engravers invited by the British Royal Mint in 1996. Among the three 

designs submitted for approval were portraits by Ian Rank-Broadley and Vladamir Gottwald. The 

Portrait by Rank-Broadley was chosen and appeared on United Kingdom coinage in 1998. 

Following earlier conventions, Australia adopted this effigy on some collector coins in 1998 and 

https://www.ramint.gov.au/gottwald-2000
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generally from 1999.   Ian Rank-Broadley added a few more wrinkles and replaced the Royal 

Diadem with the Golden Wedding Crown.  The ear-rings and necklace went. 

 

Ian Rank-Broadley produced the effigy used on U.K. and Australian coins, but is best 

remebered for his sculpture of Lady Diana outside of Kensington Palace 

 

The set of Australian Rank-Broadley coins 

 

JODY CLARK 

 

The Jody Clark-designed Australian 50c coin of 2019 

2019 marked the introduction on Australian coins of the new effigy designed by Jody Clark. The 

new effigy was the fifth coin portrait to have been created during the Queen's reign.  

 

The effigy was designed by Jody Clark; an engraver for the Royal Mint located in Wales, UK.    

Jody Clark’s original effigy was chosen through a closed competition in early 2015, commissioned 
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organised by the Royal Mint Advisory Committee (RMAC), a consultative panel to HM Treasury 

comprising experts from such fields as history, sculpture, architecture, art and design. 
 

The Queen showed yet more facial lines.  She is again wearing the Royal Diadem crown of George 

IV, used for her Coronation,  and is also wearing pearl ear-rings. 
 

It was first used on the U.K.’s Royal Mont coins in 2015. 

 

 

Jody Clark in 2015 with his winning entry 

 

 

 

 

 

SO WHAT HAPPENS NOW THAT QUEEN ELIZABETH II HAS 

PASSED ON? 
 

So the Royal Australian Mint are certain to issue a new set of circulation cons in early-2023 

showing Charles III. That’s only a few months away.  No time for more competitions 

They are ‘almost certain’ to use the effigy on the £5 coin issued by Britain’s Royal Mint on 14th 

November 2018 to celebrate his 70th birthday. 
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This uncirculated silver £5 U.K. coin (was issued at a price of £13. You could get a 

platinum one £4,000. 
 

Notice that Charles is facing to our right.  That’s because it is a tradition since Charles II that the 

following monarch faces the other way. 
 

The edge of the coin is designed by Robert Elderton and features the words "HRH, the Prince of 

Wales - 70th Birthday".  His previous coin designs include the 40th anniversary of the Queen's 

coronation in 1993 and a portrait of Prince Harry on his 21st birthday. 
 

Prince Charles' depiction is paired with the official portrait of the Queen on the other side. 

The Royal Mint, based in Llantrisant, Rhondda Cynon Taff, had also struck coins for his 50th and 

60th birthdays. 
 

Prince Charles has appeared on four British coins over the last few decades. Each of these has been 

a commemorative Crown. The Crown no longer circulates in the UK but is often used by The Royal 

Mint to celebrate royal milestones and anniversaries. 

 

Prince Charles’ first depiction was with Lady Diana Spencer on a 1981 marriage coin 

https://britanniacoincompany.com/buy-coins/crown/
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The next depiction of Prince Charles was the coin produced to commemorate his 50th Birthday in 1998 

 

The third depiction was for Charles’s 60th Birthday in 2008 

 

KING CHARLES III ON BANKNOTES 
 

A problem is that polymer banknotes, with all their intricate security features, take upwards of 18 

months to produce. 

The monarch is traditionally shown on the lowest value Australian banknote.  That used to be the 

one dollar note.   After the $1 banknotes demise, Queen Elizabeth II was shown on the five dollar 

banknote only:-  
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The Royal Australian Mint in a press release of 9th September 2022 advised:-  
 

There will be no immediate change to Australian banknotes. The $5 banknotes featuring the 

image of Her Majesty, The Queen can continue to be used. They will not be withdrawn and 

are likely to remain in circulation for years to come. 
 

The reigning monarch has traditionally appeared on the lowest denomination of Australian 

banknote. The Reserve Bank will provide further updates in due course.” 
 

Charles III’s effigy was expected to eventually appear on a five dollar note.  However, on 13th 

September 2022, the assistant head of Treasury indicated that this may not necessarily be so.  He 

hinted that Queen Elizabeth II’s effigy was only there because she was so “popular.” 

 

NEW ZEALAND 
Like Australia, Queen Elizabeth II has appeared on the "heads" side of New Zealand coins since 

1953 but did not appear on banknotes until 1967, when the Reserve Bank printed its third series of 

banknotes, this time using decimal currency. 
 

A New Zealand Reserve Bank spokesperson says a change of sovereign makes no immediate 

difference to the use, acceptance or status of existing currency.   He said, in the 1970s, it wasn't 

unusual to find coins up to 40 years old in change, some still bearing the images of King George V 

and King George VI, who died in 1936 and 1952 respectively. 
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From 1967 Queen Elizabeth II appeared on the $20 banknotes:-  

 

 

The 1st Decimal $20 banknote, at top, and the recent $20 polymer banknote, below. 

The New Zealand Reserve Bank statement added that $20 bill you might have in your wallet is still 

just as valid as it was last week - and you'll continue to see notes just like it for quite a while to 

come. 
 

In 2021, there was $1.28 billion in $20 notes circulating. That's about 64 million notes. 

 

New banknotes are printed in Canada, and the Reserve Bank says an order is only placed every 

year or two - for large numbers of notes. 

 

The spokesperson said there were too many variables to give a clear idea of when minting coins 

featuring the new monarch would start but it was a few years away. 

 

"We would naturally take steps to be ready to mint with the new effigy when available," he said. 

"However when our mints start production of NZ [currency] would relate less to a change of 

sovereign than to our current stock levels reaching the point that they're needed and then scheduling 

that with our mints."     So maybe no King Charles III coins for a while. 
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NOTE KELD OF THE SAN JOSE HOSPITAL IN 
NORTHERN PORTUGAL 

 

At the Club’s August meeting Tony Read showed a group of note keld from the Hospital 
Sao Jose in Arcos de Valdevez in northern Portugal.   
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These ‘notes’ were produced in the period 1917 to 1925 to help keep the hospital running.   
Government support was not forthcoming for hospitals in the difficult first years of the 
Republic following the overthrow of the King Manuel II in 1910. 
 

There were five denominations issued: - 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 centavos.   100 centavos 
equalled 1 escudo. 

The phrase on the reverse of each of the notes:- “SE ES AMIGO DO BEM INUNITALISA 
ESTA CEDULA” translates “IF YOU ARE A FRIEND OF THE GOOD DESTRY THIS 
NOTE”. 

The notes were circulated at face-value. By destroying the note it could never be redeemed 
allowing the hospital to keep the proceeds as a donation. 

The origins of the San Jose Hospital in the community of Arcos de Valdevez went back into 
the late-19th Century. 

In March 1872 there was talk of building a hospital in Arcos de Valdevez, but not everyone 
in the community had a favourable opinion. It took till January 1881 to get approval and the 
site was marked out in May 1880.  

But when the work began, it was said that the hospital's patient numbers could not exceed 
30 patients. .Accommodation was also provided for the hospital benefactors. It opened in 
April 1885. It was in operation until 1984.  

For a period it has been thought to have functioned as leprosarium attached to the back of 
the main building. . Right up to the 1950’s the widespread persistence of leprosy in Portugal 
continued to be attributed to its imperial expansion: “Portugal, by virtue of its mission to 
discover new worlds, new continents… had to endure a new invasion of the epidemic”.   
Portuguese citizens went out to the country’s African and Asian colonies and came back 
with it.  

 

Only in 2009, the Hospital de S. José resumed its functions in the area of health care, with 
the imaging service (CAT, X-ray, ultrasound and mammography) and specialist and general 
clinic consultations.   
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The San Jose Hospital in 2020 had become a district health facility 
 

 
 

 
 

Arcos de Valdevez is a town of 22 000 on the River Vez.  It is on the border with Spain.  The 
bridge over the Vez built in the 19th Century replaces a Roman bridge. 
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STAMP CRIMES 
 

Here’s something, below, which I read and copied from the August 2022 The Stamp Times, produced 
by the Enoggera & Districts Stamp Club.   Their newsletter is always a good read: -  
 

“CRIMES ACT 1914 AS AMENDED - SECT 85G Forgery of postage stamps etc.  
(1) A person shall not forge a postage stamp. Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years. 
 (2) A person shall not utter a postage stamp knowing it to be forged. Penalty: Imprisonment 
for 10 years. 
(3) A person shall not make, use, have in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, 
any paper or article that has affixed to it, or printed on it, a mark, label or design resembling, 
apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be mistaken for, a postage stamp, 
knowing it is not a postage stamp. Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years. 
 (4) A person shall not make, use, have in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, 
any article resembling, apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be mistaken for, 
an envelope, letter-card, aerogram or other article on which Australia Post has caused a 
postage stamp to be affixed or printed, knowing that it is not such an article. Penalty: 
Imprisonment for 5 years. 
(5) A person shall not make, use, have in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, 
any die, plate or instrument capable of making a mark, label or design in the form of, or in a 
form resembling, apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be mistaken for, a 
postage stamp, knowing that it is such a die, plate or instrument. Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 
years.  
(5A) Subsections (3), (4) and (5) do not apply if the person has a reasonable excuse.  
Note: A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in subsection (5A) (see 
subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code).  
(6) A person shall be taken to utter a forged postage stamp if the person: (a) tenders it or puts 
it off; or (c) uses or deals with it; or (e) attempts to induce any person to use, deal with, act on 
or accept it.” 

 

Interesting.   Your editor knows a few collectors have stamp forgeries in their collection.  But they are 
forgeries of early state stamps – well outside of the scope of the Commonwealth Crimes Act, which 
was only enacted in 1914. 

The first non-State-stamp forgeries were of the extremely rare. They included the ‘Two Pound 
Kangaroo on Map’ with first watermark (Single Crown over A). The forgers name is Jean Sperati, an 
Italian national living in France, who was notorious for forging many of the world’s great stamp 
rarities. It was never proved that Sperati tried to sell his forgeries and he was never charged with 
forgery, although he did spend some time in jail due to his actions. 

Today his forgeries are often sold in philatelic auctions and in early 2007, ‘Christies’ (New York) 
auction house devoted an entire auction to his forgeries. 
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For the most part the prices realised for his forgeries were higher than that to be expected of genuine 
examples. This also applies to his forgeries of the Australian ‘Two Pound Kangaroo on Map’ which are 
considered to be better than the originals. I am not permitted to state how he went about producing 
these forgeries, but it was most ingenious. His forgeries were considered so dangerous that the British 
Post Office purchased all of his stock and printing techniques in the 1950’s. 

 

 
An earlier Spiro stamp forgery 

 

 
Sydney Views stamp forgeries 
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Image from Stampboards 

A well-recorded forgery in the 1930’s was of the 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge stamp 

Quite a few were posted on letters until an alert philatelist noticed one, and alerted the authorities. 
The forgers were caught and the remaining stocks were seized by the authorities. 
 
It made sense in 1932, that if you plan a major mail scam, and you can get your mailing costs down to 
almost zero, then it reduces your costs. The scammers were not terribly hard to catch - they had a 
return address on their envelope 

The Post Office officially became aware of the forgeries in April 1932 when the Deputy Postmaster-
General of Sydney received a letter from a South Australian philatelist, Dr. E. Couper Black. Dr. Black 
explained that he had been sent an envelope bearing two 2d stamps, which he believed were 
forgeries.    Not only was the overall appearance of the forged stamps different from the normal 
stamps but the perforations were dissimilar and the suspect stamps were produced on un-
watermarked paper. 
 
Dr. Black’s envelope originated in Sydney and had the address of T. Maher, 336 Elizabeth Street, 
Sydney stamped on it. The envelope had contained a circular relating to an Irish sweepstake.   Post 
Office investigators working with the police discovered that ‘T. Maher’ was one of a number of 
fictitious names used by an agent for the Irish Free State, Charles Jackson of Kensington. Jackson, who 
had previous convictions for illegal betting and breaking and entering, was put under police 
surveillance. 
 
Following investigations, Jackson was arrested at the Sydney GPO while posting a handful of letters 
franked with the forgeries of the 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge stamps. The police also discovered that 
Jackson produced the stamps with the help of a process engraver, Harry Stewart Elderfield, who was a 
partner in a city firm.   A search of his offices uncovered a photographic negative of the plate already 
found at Jackson’s  home as well as engravings of the 2d Bridge stamps and a printing machine. 
 
As far as the perforating of the stamps was concerned, Elderfield stated that he carried out the work 
in the printing works of a close friend who was unaware of his purpose. The work had been performed 
at night when the owner of the machine was absent. 
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Jackson and Elderfield along with an accomplice, Ernest William Hemsley, who had worked for the 
Post Office until 1923, were remanded in custody at the Central Police Court. 
 
Both Jackson and Elderfield pleaded guilty to being in possession of counterfeit stamps and a plate. 
They were sentenced to 12 months hard labour. Hemsley was charged with offences under the NSW 
Gaming and Betting Act but the State Attorney-General did not file an indictment because of lack of 
evidence. 
 
The original stamps were printed in panes of 20 (4 across x 5 down), the forged 2d stamps were also 
printed in the same format. 1,200 were printed totalling 24,000 stamps (2d x 24,000 = £480). All the 
sheets with the exception of one pane of 20 stamps were retained for inclusion in the official Post 
Office collection. 10 somehow were released to the public shortly before the remainder of the sheet 
was defaced when a black cross was overprinted onto the stamps.  
 
The position on the pane is row 2/4. This stamp is in mint condition and extremely rare, even though 
being a forgery it is regarded as the “holy grail” of the Harbour Bridge series. 
 
The forged 2d Bridge was reproduced photographically from the original, but is immediately 
identifiable being on un-watermarked paper and the perforation 11 (single-line) instead of the 
genuine 10½ (comb) on watermark paper. 

 

FORGING STAMPS IS A COMMONWEALTH OFFENCE 

Forging postage stamps is considered to be a Commonwealth postal offence and it now carries a 
maximum penalty of up to 10 years imprisonment. 

Knowingly using forged postage stamps has the same penalty, while distributing forged postage 
stamps or having them in your possession comes with a less severe penalty of five years 
imprisonment. 

But it gets worse.    Under the Telecommunications  and Postal Services  (Transitional Provisions and 
Consequential Amendments) Act 1989 No. 63, 1989 – SECTON  5,  which parallels the Crimes Act, 
there are not only penalties for forging stamps, but re-using them and even for removing postmarks:-  

"85G.    Forging stamps 
(1) A person shall not forge a postage stamp. 
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years. 
 

"(2) A person shall not utter a postage stamp knowing it to be forged. 
Penalty: Imprisonment for 10 years. 
"(3) A person shall not, without lawful authority or excuse, make, use, have 
in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, any paper or 
article that has affixed to it, or printed on it, a mark, label or design 
resembling, apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be 
mistaken for, a postage stamp, knowing it is not a postage stamp. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years. 
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"(4) A person shall not, without lawful authority or excuse, make, use, have 
in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, any article 
resembling, apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be 
mistaken for, an envelope, letter-card, aerogram or other article on which 
Australia Post has caused a postage stamp to be affixed or printed, knowing 
that it is not such an article. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years. 
 

"(5) A person shall not, without lawful authority or excuse, make, use, have 
in his or her possession, or sell or otherwise dispose of, any die, plate or 
instrument capable of making a mark, label or design in the form of, or in a 
form resembling, apparently intended to resemble or pass for, or likely to be 
mistaken for, a postage stamp, knowing that it is such a die, plate or 
instrument. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years. 
 

"(6) A person shall be taken to utter a forged postage stamp if the person: 
 

   (a)  tenders it or puts it off 
    (b)  attempts to tender it or put it off; 

                 (c)  uses or deals with it; 
  (d)  attempts to use or deal with it; or 
   (e)  attempts to induce any person to use, deal with, act on or accept it. 
 

        Special paper for postage stamps 
 

"85H. A person shall not, without lawful authority or excuse: 
       (a)  knowingly or recklessly make, use, have in his or her possession, or 
        sell or otherwise dispose of, paper: 

        (i)    supplied for, or used by, Australia Post for the purpose of 
               printing postage stamps; or 
        (ii)   resembling, or apparently intended to resemble or pass for, 
               paper supplied for, or used by, Australia Post for that purpose; 

 

   (b)  knowingly or recklessly make, use, have in his or her possession, or 
        sell or otherwise dispose of, paper: 

       (i)    supplied for, or used by, a person other than Australia Post 
               for the purpose of printing postage stamps for Australia Post; or 
       (ii)   resembling, or apparently intended to resemble or pass for, 

               paper supplied for, or used by, a person other than Australia Post for that purpose; 
or 
        (c)  knowingly or recklessly make, use, have in his or her possession, or 
        sell or otherwise dispose of, any instrument or thing for making a 
        mark, label or design resembling, or apparently intended to resemble 
        or pass for, any distinctive mark, label or design used on any paper 
        especially supplied for the purpose of the printing of postage stamps 
        by or on behalf of Australia Post                        Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years.  
 
Fraudulently removing postage stamps 
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"85J. (1) A person shall not fraudulently: 
 (a)  remove from an article any postage stamp affixed to, or printed on, 
        the article; 
(b)  remove from a postage stamp that has previously been used any postmark 
        made on the stamp; or 
 (c)  use for postal purposes a postage stamp that has previously been used 
        for postal services or has been obliterated or defaced. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 1 year. 
 
"(2) In proceedings for an offence against paragraph (1) (c), proof that the 
defendant caused an article to or on which a postage stamp that had previously 
been used for postal services, or had been obliterated or defaced, was affixed 
or printed to be carried by post is prima facie evidence that the defendant 
used the stamp affixed to, or printed on, the article for postal purposes. 

 

 

STAMP FORGERIES IN THE MODERN AGE 
With scanners and colour copiers and printers it not as difficult to produce stamp forgeries.   A 
rough perforating device can easily be made in the home workshop.     Chinese manufacturers 
have discovered that they can reproduce Australia Post’s satchels very cheaply too.   

 

THE DIANELLA WA STAMP FORGERIES OF 2020 
 

On an ABC website, and in a newsletter to clients in February 2021, Gen Stephens ran a story about a 
Dianella, Western Australia man was arrested latter 2020.  The image is shown below.  Named in the 
West Australian newspaper report as 55 year old Dianella “Bouncy Castle” business owner, James 
Balcombe, was charged with forging mint current postage stamps.   
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The Australian Federal Police (AFP) alleged the 55-year-old manufactured the counterfeit stamps, 
and used them to provide free postage and handling when sending goods to customers of his on-

line sticker business.  AFP officers, with the assistance of Australia Post, seized fake stamps and a 
high-end printer, allegedly used for counterfeiting, when they executed a search warrant at the 

man’s home. 
 

Approximately 680 mail items bearing these alleged fake stamps, valued at approximately $2,300 
face value, were detected by the Australia Post mail Centre operations, but it is unknown how 
many items with forged stamps had been sent out in the past by Mr. Balcombe. The software in 
the facing component in now highly digitised mail centres are capable of ‘’tagging’’ unusual” or 
abnormal stamps. That is especially so for stamps printed on paper that does not fluoresce under 
ultra-violet light. 
 

THE SYDNEY SATCHELL SCAM 
 

Meanwhile, in Sydney, a married couple appeared in court in December, charged over an alleged $2 
million fake Australia Post satchel scam.  Just a year after their flashy wedding, when they zoomed 
away in a pricey Maserati sports car, Damien Steven Butler, 30, and wife Dannielle, allegedly took part 
in a huge Australia Post parcel satchel scam. 

 
 

The married couple have been accused of being part in a syndicate which allegedly imported about 
2.3 tons of counterfeit pre-paid Australia Post parcel satchels.  Damien Steven Butler, 30, and three 
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others were charged in July 2020, after allegedly ordering tons of the fake Express Post and Parcel Post 
packages made in China, and selling them on E-bay between September 2018, and June 2019. 

The criminal operation cost Australia Post a stated $2 million in lost revenue, the Australian Federal 

Police allege.       Mr Butler was charged with dealing with the proceeds of crime in excess of 
$100,000, and causing loss to a Commonwealth entity.  Now his wife Dannielle, 28, has become the 
fifth person charged over the alleged criminal enterprise, for the same offences. 
 

 
 
The couple from Rossmore in western Sydney, had married in an extravagant wedding in May 2019 
before leaving the ceremony in a luxury Maserati sports car - doubtless funded by this 7-figure 
fraud.  One of the couple's co-accused in these alleged crimes, Brody Levi Cooper had been a 
groomsman at their wedding.  They seemed to have enjoyed dressing up in Super Hero costumes. 
The offence of dealing with the proceeds of crime valued at more than $100,000 carries with 
a maximum prison sentence of 20 years in jail if proven, while causing loss to a Commonwealth entity 
had a maximum of 10 years.  Police allege her husband's fraud alone cost Australia Post approximately 
$478,000. 

 

THE BRUNSWICK EAST STAMP FORGERS OF MARCH 2021 
Also two brothers from Pakistan who are accused of forging $3 million dollars' worth of counterfeit 
stamps while on student visas have been granted bail.    The brothers each face five charges 
including possessing, selling and distributing counterfeit stamps, and dealing in the proceeds of 
crime.   The court heard that the men, who are studying at La Trobe University, were arrested after 
a raid at their home in Brunswick East led to the discovery of dozens of boxes of counterfeit 
stamps. 
 

Investigators say they also seized $30,000 worth of watches, including a Rolex, and intercepted 
four parcels of stamps worth more than $100,000.   Magistrate Kimberley Swadesir released the 
men on bail with strict conditions, including that they surrender their passports, report daily to a 
police station and not leave Australia. 
 

The court heard that Australia Post last year tipped-off detectives after discovering counterfeit 
stamps were allegedly being sold on e-commerce websites, including eBay.    It kicked off a major 
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investigation which found that the stamps were allegedly being sent from a Brunswick post office.    
Police said the Khan brothers were arrested on Wednesday at their home in Brunswick East, where 
detectives found 36 boxes of fake stamps and a number of other items including the Rolex watch. 

The court heard that police believed the men were allegedly carrying out the instructions of their 
older brother, who lives overseas and who investigators accused of leading the operation.      
"Both accused made full admissions and confessions of their involvement and knowledge in the 
associated counterfeit stamp operation," he said. 

 
 

 

TAMPERING WITH MAIL & STEALING MAIL  
 
This is the stuff of bushrangers and train mail robberies, but it also includes nicking letters out of 
other people’s letter boxes – all of which will bring a custodial sentence. 
 

STEALING MAIL  
Stealing letters or parcels either from mailbags, or through diverting them or fraudulently 
receiving them, carries a maximum jail term of five years. 
 

Receiving stolen mailbags, or knowingly receiving stolen letters, also come with a prison sentence 
of five years. 
 

In addition to the more serious offences, there are a number of less serious Commonwealth postal 
offences that, depending on the circumstances, may be dealt with summarily in the local court 
rather than in the district court.     These offences include interfering with signs or notices 
displayed on Australia Post property, unauthorised opening of a mailbag, and using the postal 
service to harass someone. 
 

NEW SOUTH WALES’ LAST MAIL COACH ROBBERY IN 1905 
 

Bushranging and bailing up mailcoaches was a thing of the mid-19th Century, but the story of New 
South Wales’ last mail coach robbery in 1905  is worth relating.  
 

 This story, below, from Daphne Salt of the Wauchope Historical Society, was published in the 4th 
June 2018 Port Macquarie News. 
Robert Crane and Peter Jordaunt were charged with the armed hold-up of the mail coach at 
Spencer Cutting at Wauchope on 13 November 1905. 
 

Jim Robinson left Wauchope post office with two mail bags at 4am on Monday, 13 November 1905 
to go to Port Macquarie.   At Spencer's Cutting [near Rawdon Island turnoff] a masked man 
pointing a rifle at him stepped in front of the horses and called out 'Bail up' and  a second man 
with a revolver behind the coach called out 'Put up your hands'! That man took the mail bags out 
of the coach. 
 

Robinson whipped up the horses and arrived in Port Macquarie at 5.30am going to the post office 
first and then to the police.      Senior Constable Lawler and Constable Fahey hurried to the holdup 
scene where they found footprints of two men in the dust. They also found an almost empty 
whisky bottle labelled 'Fine old Scotch whisky, Donald Cameron and Sons, Glasgow’, a piece of 
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chaff bag used as a mask and at 9am two ransacked mail bags were found.     One labelled Sydney, 
the other labelled Port Macquarie each bearing the Wauchope post-office seal. They conveyed the 
bags and mail matter to Mr. Jones, the Wauchope postmaster. 
 

 
 

Jim Robinson's mail coach left Wauchope post office and was robbed at Spencers Cutting. Jim - 
who went back and posed for this photo - is the man in the white hat. Photo courtesy of Wauchope 
District Historical Society. 
 

Robinson, the police and Combo the black tracker followed footprints for about three miles and 
lost them near a sleeper-cutters' camp at Wright's Creek [Karikeree Creek]. They got to Crane's 
camp at 1pm to find Robert Crane, Peter Jordaunt, Chris Harry and Crane’s wife, Ada and child in 
the camp. 
 

Crane said they spent the previous afternoon in his camp then he drove Jordaunt and Harry to 
their turn-off, picked up Ahearn and went to Wauchope where they had a few drinks.  
He bought a bottle of whisky and a bottle of beer, dropped Ahearn at Warlters' place and drank 
the whiskey between there and his camp and tossed the bottle away. Lawler asked him to find the 
bottle.  
 

On the way to the main road [Burrawan Forest Drive] to search for it they found the back off a 
sulky seat which Crane said was his.      ‘I was very drunk coming home last night and broke the 
back off the sulky and fell out,' he said.       Robinson identified Crane as the person who, aiming 
the rifle at him went in front of the horses and called on him to bail up. 
Tuesday 14th Crane was taken to search for his bottle and when they got to where the sulky seat 
back had been lying the previous day.    “The Missus took it home yesterday evening,” Crane said. 
 

Nearby, they found a bottle labelled 'Fine old Scotch whiskey, John Robertson & Son, Ltd., Dundee 
lying as though it had been planted behind a tuft of grass. Lawler arrested him and took him to the 
Port Macquarie lock-up.    The police suspected Jordaunt and he had been searched at least once 
but had no evidence against and kept him under surveillance. 
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Thursday 16th November, Jordaunt asked sleeper-cutter Sidney Rolfe to change five £5 notes. 
Rolfe told him to try either Mr Grant or Mr Gleeson [Star Hotel].  Jordaunt did not want to change 
them there. 
 

Sunday, 19 November Grant went to Jordaunt's camp to collect a debt and Jordaunt drove back to 
Wauchope with him. In the hotel Jordaunt said “I’ve got that money on me”, then asked him for 
£20 for five £5 notes, and just then the police walked in.   It was about 7 pm when Constables 
Livingstone, Moore and Brown went to Grant's Hastings Hotel where they saw Jordaunt and Grant 
together and Jordaunt put something in his pocket.  Constable Brown searched the pocket and 
drew out five Commercial Bank £5 notes. The numbers corresponded with those stolen from the 
mail bags. 
 

Constable Brown said to Grant 'it seems strange that you should be mixed up in this;  
“Do you know anything about those notes?” asked the constable.    Grant replied: “No, 
nothing.”    Jordaunt said: 'What’s the b— — use of asking him? He knows nothing at all about the 
matter. You’ve got the b — — notes and the man, what more do you want?”  
Jordaunt was arrested and taken to the Wauchope lock-up. A 22 bore rifle was retrieved from his 
camp. 
 

While at the lock-up Jordaunt said: Crane was not with me, he is innocent…I was assisted by 
another man, I will tell you all about it when you take me to Port Macquarie, as a man might get a 
hole put through him going down.  He then said the man who helped me to stick the coach up has 
more money than either Crane or I.     The statement which Jordaunt signed was to the effect that 
Grant had suggested the robbery with masks and helped to carry it out. 
 

Jordaunt was taken to Port Macquarie on Monday 20th November 1905, he never again 
mentioned the name of Thomas Grant. 
Crane and Jordaunt were prosecuted on Wednesday 22 November 1905 in the Port Macquarie 
Police Court. Kempsey lawyer Mr. S. Banks-Smith was retained by Jordaunt to defend Crane, 
Jordaunt himself being undefended. 
 

Mr Banks-Smith said it was one of the weakest cases he ever saw against a man.  The only 
evidence to speak of at all was Crane's identification by Robinson who came along with the coach 
and was only detained there a couple of minutes. There was not a particle of evidence against 
Crane. 
 

The Police Magistrate committed both Jordaunt and Crane for trial and sentencing at the Quarter 
Sessions Court in Sydney.      Bail was refused. 
 

On 30 November 1905, at the Sydney Quarter Sessions, Robert Crane and Peter Jourdant were 
charged with sticking up and robbing the mail coach between Wauchope and Port Macquarie on 
the morning of Monday, November 13.    Crane pleaded not guilty. Jourdant wished to plead guilty 
to robbery, but without being armed, the plea was not accepted.  
The details of the robbery were outlined and Jordaunt’s statement was read out by the judge. 
 

Jordaunt said he held a stick like a gun and when the coach stopped Grant took the mail bags. 
Grant came to Jordaunt’s camp to give him £7 for his share of the notes and to take the risk of 
passing them. Jordaunt went back with Grant to the hotel, and was handing the money to him 
when the police came in and arrested him. Grant denied this entirely. 
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Robert Crane swore that he went to bed with a hangover and roused about daybreak by his wife 
and went to work. He knew nothing of the robbery and didn’t have a gun. 
Sleeper-getter, Fielding swore that he saw Crane walking from his camp with his axe on his 
shoulder at 4.45am on the morning of the robbery. 
 
After a deliberation of fifteen minutes the jury brought in a verdict of not guilty in the case of 
Crane and guilty in that of Jordaunt.         Jordaunt was sentenced to ten years' penal servitude 

 

TAMPERING WITH THE MAIL IS AN OFFENCE UNDER THE CRIMES ACT 
 

Tampering with mail receptacles is also an offence under section 471.7(1) of the Criminal Code Act 
1995 (C’wealth), which carries a maximum penalty of 5 years in prison. 
 

To establish the offence, the prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that: 

 You opened or tampered with a mail receptacle, and 

 You did so dishonestly. 
A ‘mail receptacle’ includes a letter box or other item to which post is delivered. 
Dishonesty is assessed according to the standards of ordinary people. 
 

Intentionally opening a mail receptacle without authorisation is an offence under section 471.7(2) 
of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Commonwealth), which carries a maximum penalty of 2 years in 
prison. 
 

To establish the offence, the prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that: 

 You opened a mail receptacle 

 You did so intentionally 

 You were not authorised by Australia post to open the mail receptacle, and 

 You knew you were not authorised by Australia Post to open the mail receptacle. 
A ‘mail receptacle’ includes a letter box or other item to which post is delivered. 
Duress and necessity are defences to the charge. 
 
Under the Telecommunications and Postal Services (Transitional Provisions and Consequential 
Amendment s) Act 1989 No. 63, 1989 – SECTON 5:-    
 

Stealing articles in the course of post etc. 
 

"85K. (1) A person shall not: 
               (a)  fraudulently take a mail-bag, or an article in the course of post, 

        from the possession of an employee of Australia Post; 
               (b)  fraudulently take a mail-bag, or an article in the course of post, 

        from any place appointed by Australia Post for the receipt or delivery 
        of mail-bags or such an article; or 
 (c)  steal, or fraudulently conceal, misappropriate or destroy, a mail-bag 
        or an article in the course of post (including an article that appears 
        to have been lost or wrongly delivered by Australia Post or lost in 
        the course of delivery to Australia Post). 

             "(2) A person shall not receive a mail-bag or an article in the course of 
post, or any part of a mail-bag or such an article, knowing that it had been 
stolen or fraudulently taken, concealed or misappropriated. 
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Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years.  
 

Tampering with mail-bags etc. 
 

"85L. (1) A person shall not fraudulently open or tamper with: 
   (a)  a mail-bag; or 
   (b)  an article in the course of post. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years. 
 

"(2) A person shall not open: 
   (a)  a mail-bag unless the person is authorised to do so by Australia Post; 
   or (b) an article in the course of post unless the person is  authorised to do so by      Australia Post 
or the person to whom the article is directed. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for 2 years.  
 

"85M. A person shall not, by a false pretence or false statement, obtain 
delivery or receipt of an article in the course of post that is not directed 
to the person. 
               Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years.  
 

Wrongful delivery of postal article etc. 
 

"85N. A person shall not knowingly or recklessly cause an article in the 
course of post to be delivered to, or received by, a person other than the 
person to whom it is directed or that person's authorised agent. 
    Penalty: Imprisonment for 1 year. 
   

 Stealing postal messages etc. 
 

"85P. (1) A person shall not: 
   (a)  fraudulently or with intent to prevent the due sending, carriage, 
        delivery or receipt of a postal message, take a postal message from 
        the possession of an employee of Australia Post; 

  (b)  fraudulently take a postal message from any place or vehicle in use by 
        Australia Post; or 
   (c)  steal, or fraudulently conceal, misappropriate or destroy, a postal 
        message. 
 

"(2) A person shall not receive a postal message knowing it to have been 
stolen, or fraudulently taken, concealed or misappropriated. 
   Penalty: Imprisonment for 5 years.. 

 

 
Mail box theft is one of  the biggest contributors to identity theft.  That’s why it brings a prison 

sentence. 
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MILTON ULLADULLA STAMP CLUB 
 

Saturday 1st October 2022 * 10am to 3pm * 
 

St. Martin Church Hall Ulladulla 

Corner of Green St and Princes Hwy 

Buying and Selling - 

 

Free advice & appraisal for a Stamp Collections 
 

~*~ Huge Hamper Raffle ~*~ 

Free Parking behind the Church in the Civic Centre 
Enquiries:     Steven Searle – 0473 900 901            or 

Mike Spicar   - 02 4454 5411 
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